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reference

● Principle of astropphysical fluid dynamics by Clarke & Carswell

● The physics of plasmas by Boyd & Sanderson

● The physics of fluids and plasmas by Choudhuri

● The physics of astrophysics volume II: gas dynamics by Shu

● Fluid Mechanics by Frank M. White

● MIT open course: Fluid Dynamics (National Committee for Fluid Mechanics 

Films), see also this YouTube playlist and the notes

http://web.mit.edu/hml/ncfmf.html#preface
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL0EC6527BE871ABA3
http://web.mit.edu/hml/notes.html


“when I meet God, I am going to 
ask him two questions: Why 

relativity? and why trubulence?
 

I really belive he will have an 
answer for the first.”

W. Heisenberg (1907-1976)



Millennium Prize Problems (千禧年大獎難題)

 seven unsolved problems in mathematics that were stated by the 
Clay Mathematics Institute on May 24, 2000. 

A correct solution to any of the problems results in a US$1 million 
prize being awarded by the institute to the discoverer(s).



why fluid dynamics is hard? 

using one equation (Navier-Stoke equation) to descibe all personality of 
different fluids!

simluation
credit: wiki

simluation or real honey?
credit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l3c4m29coB4



pure 
experiment pure theory

computational 
fluid dynamics 
(CFD)

17th 18th & 19th
end of 19th:unification

● Reynolds’ classical pipe experiment
● Navier & Stoke equation
● Prandtl’s boundary layer theory



setting up the stage -- outline

● background:
○ important concepts in fluid 

mechanics
● astrophysical fluid:

○ plama and magnetohydrodynamics 
(MHD) 

 

● basic flow analysis techniques
○ integral analysis
○ differential analysis (our approach!)
○ dimensional analysis



notation

● cartesian coordinate 
● for 3D flow

● for 2D flow



different levels: particle → distribution 
funciton→ continuum model (L >> m.f.p)

fluid: a macroscopic approach

from water molecular to river

control volume (integral method)

fluid element (differential method)

(not to scale)

mean free path (m.f.p): average 
distance a particle travels before it 
colldes with another particle

L

m.f.p



typical definition of fluid: 

can move under the action 
of a shear stress, no 
matter how samll that 
stress may be

stress and shear

F

A

F

pressure shear

stress  [F/A]



shear stress is a 
surface force 

body force (does not require contact of the element)

surface force (requires contact of the element)



viscous and invicid flow

Poiseuille flow

u

u

invicid flow

viscous flow

does not exist!



viscous and invicid flow

Couette flowPoiseuille flow

u

u

invicid flow

viscous flow

does not exist!

moving plate



viscous and invicid flow

Couette flowPoiseuille flow

u

u

invicid flow

viscous flow

does not exist!

moving plate

no-slip boundary 
condition due to viscotiy



meassure of the resistence of a fluid to gradual deformations by shear stress

viscosity and shear stress

shear stress [F/A] shear rate [1/s]

dynamic viscosity

kinetic viscosity [VL]

x

y



movie credit: 國立台中教育大學  NTCU

科學教育與應用學系

corn starch +water, 
quick sand

ketchup

water



classification of fluid

fluid

solid

materials
liquid
gas
(plasma)

statics (fluid statics/ hydrostatics)

in motion
internal flows

external flows
Newtonian
incompressible
inviscid
laminar
steady
one phase

non-Newtonian
compressible
viscous
trubulent
unsteady
multi phase

vs.



velocity field: V(u,v,w,t) streamline (at constant t):

vorticity: measure of local rotation

imcompressible if



a tale of two views

LHS: Largragian point of view
(ride on the particles)

RHS: Eulerian point of view
(stay at the fixed grid)

substantial/material derivative



a tale of two views

substantial/material derivative

proof



grid-based simulation particle-based simulation



shear tensor

surface direction

x

y



shear tensor

surface direction

NO!



shear tensor

surface direction

net florce 
per unit 
volumn



ma = F

body force surface force

gravity              EM pressure            viscous 

normal        shear



ma = F

body force surface force

gravity              EM pressure            viscous 

normal        shear
viscous term

for costant viscosity, 
imcompressible fluid



Navior-Stoke equation

convection diffusion equation

● linear
○ U= constant

● non-linear
○ U=f(x,t): Burger’s equation



Navior-Stoke equation

Rynolds’ pipe experiment



what causes turbulece? inertial or viscosity?

turbulence appears when Reynolds 
number is high enough (~105)



 inertial !



Bernoulli equation

stationary, invicid

(along a streamline)

integral assiming 
imcompressible



“Prandtl’s boundary layer theory”



friction drag pressure drag





pressure drag 
dominate

drag



trubulence can be helpful



conservation of mass (continity equation)



conservation of mass, continity equation



an example 

y

v

y

x0

0

u1 u2
v>0

v<0



conservation of energy (1st law of thermodynamics)

momentum eqn.



conservative forms



variations

isothermal

adiabatic



high density 
high pressure 
region behind 
the shock

shock

p
p

(at the flight-nose frame)





(adiabatic) normal shock and 
Rankine-Hugoniot relations

*for isothermal or radiative shock, density contrast can reach arbitrarily high values

shock

a useful relation for 
adiabatic flow:

RH relation at the shock frame             : 

if



p





if                     →  impcompressible fluid

0.3 10%<1%



subsonic supersonic



subsonic supersonic

subsonic supersonic?

● A supersonic flow can be produced 
when the back pressure (Pback) is low 
enough

● If the sonic transition does no occur in 
the nozzle flow, the fluid speed 
reaches an extremum (du=0) when 
dA=0

nozzle flow

Pfront Pback



shock wave

expansion wave

different density→ different refraction



MagnetoHydroDynamics  (磁流體力學)

we are not talking about

ferrofluid (鐵磁流體)

credit: wiki



a quasi-neutral gas of charged (ionized) and 
neutral particles which exhibits collective 

behaviors

e.g. Sun, neon light etc



key: ionization
In practice quite modest degrees of 
ionization are sufficient for a gas to exhibit 
electromagnetic properties. 

“Principles of Plasma Physics for Engineers 
and Scientists” by Inan et al.: a gas achieves 
an electrical conductivity of about half its 
possible maximum at about 0.1% ionization 
and has a conductivity nearly equal to that of a 
fully ionized gas at 1% ionization. The word plasma was first used by 

Langmuir in 1928 to describe the 
ionized regions in gas discharges.



general ideas

when fluid is composed of charged particles,  their behaviour is modified by EM fields

magnetic fields are important in many astrophysical situations (sun, pulsars, radio 
falaxies)

in general there will be an interplay between the magnetic field and the fluid of charged 
particles

the magnetic field  <====> fluid motion

fluid approach ⇒ magnetohdrodynamics

we can define different mean properties for the particle species with different charges



credit: Price and Thorne (Scientific American 1988)



Astrophysical proverbs:

If we don’t understand it, invoke magnetic 
fields.



before MHD: paritcle orbits
the most fundamental way to model plasma

for low density plasma

Larmor radius
(gyrofrequency)

in cgs unit



paritcle orbits: (ExB) drift
drift velocity:



paritcle orbits: (ExB) drift
drift velocity:



paritcle orbits: (ExB) drift
drift velocity:

increase of E



paritcle orbits: other drifts

gyrofrequency  
~1.76 x 107 Hz 
(for electron)



plasma frequency  (~9 n1/2Hz for electron)

● the frequency at which 
the electrons in the 
plasma naturally 
oscillate relative to the 
ions

● For the ionosphere, 
plasma frquency 
~10107Hz

● f<107Hz: reflected by 
ionosphere

Credit: NASA/GSFC



Debye length and Debye shielding
any charge imbalance osillates with the plasma frequency

Debye length x plasma frequency= thermal velocity

Debye length as an effective shielding length (thermal motions “iron out” plasma 
oscillations)



MHD:  
describes the “slow” evolution of an 

electrically conducting fluid, 
and a region >> Debye length, Larmor radius



some initial guess

adding Lorentz force (qE +J xB) to momentum equation 

adding Ohm’s law (J) to close the set of equations

conductivity



some initial guess

● In lab: apply presence of E and/or B
● astrophysical: generated by the 

motion and distribution of the 
charged particles

relation to related E B to the charge and 
current ⇒ Maxwell’s equation

SI unit



some initial guess

from (3):  E/B~L/T~u

from (4): 

RHS 2nd term/LHS ~ u2/c2

nonrelativistic flow (u<<c): ignored 
terms related to E!



SI unit cgs unit





finite conductivity

(induction equation)

magnetic diffusivity



usually >>1 in astrophysics



ideal MHD:
infinite/perfect conductivity



flux freezing! - Alfven’s forzen-in theorem

= 0
+ the help of Stoke thm:

image credit:Kohji Tomisaka



slide credit: C. P. Dullemond



credit: Kuwabara



credit: McKinney & Narayan



magnetized wind
the plasma rotates approximately like a solid body out to the Alfven radius, at where the 
magnetic energy equals the kinetic energy





(note: compressible)

ideal MHD equations (cgs unit)



three MHD waves
slow magnetosonic

Alfven (resoroing force= magnetic tension)

fast magnetosonic

apply perturbation to:

results depends on theta, Alfven speed, sound speed

B

Fast mode has field and gas compression in phase 
Slow mode has field and gas compression out of phase



“when I meet God, I am going to 
ask him two questions: Why 

relativity? and why trubulence?
 

I really belive he will have an 
answer for the first.”

W. Heisenberg (1907-1976)



Final remarks

● astrophysical fluid
○ large scale
○ gravity is important
○ radiation cooling
○ MHD, most of the time ideal MHD
○ multi-phase

● fluid mechanics as a physical problem:
○ govering equations + e.o.s + boundary conditions


